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    Cookie Casino Review

    Cookie Casino is a brand new gambling site owned by Direx N.V and regulated in Curacao. This makes it a trusted digital venue where you can play with real money without worrying about your security. This online casino features a lot of interesting bonuses and abilities for new players, including a welcome bonus that will immediately give you a large amount of cash to play various slot games.

In this Cookie Casino review, you will read about the place itself, the bonuses you can win, and many other features that make it stand out in the online gambling market.
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            Rank: 99/100 
            

        




    
        	
                Cookie Online Casino Welcome Bonus Conditions

                Cookie Casino has a policy to award new players a large welcome bonus in order to encourage them to play. There is’t any no deposit bonus, but the venue has many other bonuses in play. When you register, you will earn a large bonus, up to 100% of your deposit. This will be a large sum, and you can receive a bonus of up to 100 dollars in value. The bonus cash will need to be played multiple times before you can withdraw it.

There is a second bonus available too, and you can get up to 50 percent more money when you make your second deposit.

A Cookie Casino bonus code is needed in order to make the bonus work. The codes are CAKE and SWEET for the first and second bonus, respectively.

            
	
                	100% bonus
	up to €/$100
	+120 free spins
	on your first deposit!
	Sign up


            


    


    Payments Requirements and Currency

    To deposit money you will need to use a legal way to transfer money to the casino. The best and most used is a Visa card, but there are others, like Bitcoin and e-wallets. Just look at the list of payment methods and find out the one that you like.

Cookie Casino Withdrawal Requirements

When you sign up, you just need to provide a phone number and an e-mail address, which you will use to log in. You need to provide a payment method to deposit money, but to withdraw you need to prove your identity.

The withdrawal requirements are also pretty simple. However, you are required to state your real name and passport number during Cookie Casino login process. The documents that you submit for verification will be checked to make sure they are real and no fraud is intended. The withdrawal terms make it possible to prevent users from using an illegal scheme to steal money from the casino and other users.

Overall the withdrawal is simple and easy to work with, and after you have submitted the documents, you will be able to simply withdraw the money.



    
        Casino Advantages

        This online gambling platform ensures that you will have some new and exciting to explore every time you a visiting it.

You can find games by choosing a software provider, game category, entering the game name into the search field. A wide variety of casino games for every taste that will not let you get bored!

Moreover, Cookie Casino has a simple and incredibly user-friendly website.
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                Casino Games

                Most popular Table Games with Live Dealers
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                Bonuses

                Exciting Bonus Offers, Tournaments and VIP Program.
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                Mobile

                Supported for playing on iOS and Android devices
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                Banking

                Fast Withdrawal by a wide variety of Payment Options.
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                Real Money

                Try it for Fun or play for Real Money!
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                Slots

                1500+ excellent Slots from 15+ Providers.

            


    


    Casino Games and Slots 

    There are many games featured at this online platform, many of which are slots, since that is the most popular and well known kind of game. This is a way to both have fun and gamble for real money. Slot games and other games have bonuses of their own too, and you can win or buy Cookie Casino free spins by assembling a combination of rare blocks.

Software Providers

There are many different providers who make games for the online casino Cookie Casino, and a few of them are Amatic, BigTimeGaming, Betsoft Gaming, NetEnt, and Pragmatic Play. These are top software providers who work with the best casinos. Their games are perfectly safe and legit in nearly all countries, except those where internet gambling is fully outlawed.

Mobile Playing

The mobile version of this casino is just like the one for PC, and it is also fully legal. The mobile version includes the same bonuses and abilities as the PC version. The same payment methods are available both for deposit and withdrawal.

In short, the mobile version of the game is fully equal to the version for Windows.

Live Casino Options

As any good casino, this online platform has a few games that are played in real time and are streamed over an Internet connection. This makes the games much more flavorful and interesting to play, as they are actually played in real life. This is a feature many gamblers like to see in a casino, and it is what makes Cookie Casino stand out as one of the best.

Casino License

The casino has a license in Curacao, which is a place many online gambling sites are licensed in. The jurisdiction makes it a reliable and safe place to work with, as Curacao laws make it impossible for the casino to cheat or withhold your earnings.

Support at Cookie Casino

Casino support team is working 24/7. The best way to contact it is to use the online chat. Moreover, you can ask for help by a contact form on the website and the team will answer you as soon as possible. Furthermore, this casino is famous for its quick answers and short waiting time.



    
        Cookie Casino F.A.Q.

        	
                	
                        Does Cookie Casino have special bonus programs?

                    
	
                        
                        Yes, the welcome bonus is the first and most important bonus program, since it gives you up to 100% more money initially. However the games themselves may include additional bonuses, like free spins for money.
There are also promotions, like the jackpot, which accumulates money from all users who invest in it.


                        
                    


            
	
                	
                        Is it a Legit Casino?

                    
	
                        
                        Yes, it is, and there are many laws and rules that make it provably fair. The casino allows you to win big and win fast, but it all depends on probability. Almost all the games in the casino run on a random number generator, except for the VIP live dealer games, which are played in real life.


                        
                    


            
	
                	
                        Can I Trust Cookie Casino?

                    
	
                        
                        Yes, because it is backed by Curacao jurisdiction, and there are also many truthful user reviews that prove the casino is real and is worth playing, even though it is a brand new casino. There is always a support chat operator online, who will help players solve problems if they occur.

                        
                    


            
	
                	
                        Can one play using a Mobile Application?

                    
	
                        
                        Yes, because there is a mobile app for it. The app is available in a number of places, and on the official site as well. However, the website works well even without the app.


                        
                    


            
	
                	
                        Who owns Cookie Casino?

                    
	
                        
                        Direx N.V, which is a respected company, that runs many internet casinos and cryptocurrency gambling sites. The website has their address on the pages, and you can contact the company if you encounter problems.
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					Our website offers players the exclusive opportunity to discover an enormous number of slots and casino games. Cookie Сasino regularly organizes competitions, sweepstakes and gives pleasant bonuses to new and existing players. We care about our players. For this reason we have created a detailed Q&A section where you will find instructions on how to use the features of our online casino: registering, topping up your balance, playing online casino.				
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